Slavianskii Dom Academic Theme Associate
Application Description

**Job Description:**

- Organize theme events and excursions throughout the year: Teach in-house theme seminars; Run “Russian Table” once a week; Orchestrate off-campus trips to local cultural centers.
- Work with the rest of the staff to make sure the house runs smoothly.
- Serve as a liaison between Slav Dom and the Slavic Department, CREEES, and other campus organizations.
- Enforce the Slav Dom theme requirements: Keep track of quarterly ‘Theme Points’ and monitor ‘Theme Projects.’

**Eligibility:**


In summary, to be an ATA, you must have a guaranteed year of undergraduate housing remaining. You are expected to be a registered student living in the residence during all three quarters of your appointment. Questions should be directed to the ResEd Staff Selection Team at Selection@lists.stanford.edu

---

**General Questions**

1. Have you ever been on staff before? If so, please list position, residence and year.

2. Why do you want to live and work in the Slavic theme house?

3. What do you want Slav Dom community to be like? How will you build that community?

**Theme Experience Questions**

1. Do you speak a Slavic, Eastern European language, or a language from the former Soviet Union? If so, what is your proficiency in that language?

2. Describe your background and experience with Slavic, Eastern European or Eurasian cultures or studies.

3. Describe your experience with teaching and event programming. Have you ever lead a class or organized large group activities?

4. How would you encourage non-priority residents (those students with no theme background or previous interest in Slavic studies) to be involved in the theme?

5. What types of events would you lead as an Academic Theme Associate at Slav? Please describe at least one activity you would be interested in organizing.